
5th into 6th grade

June 2019

Hello!

I hope you had an amazing school year!  You are 

ready for a much deserved break.  During this summer 

vacation you will have two months to complete the 

following:

ELA: 

● Students will read, Tuck Everlasting (provided)

● Students will complete an extended response about 

the novel (please complete the planning page and 

follow the prompts)    

All assignments will be due on the first day of 

school. The ELA extended response will count as two 

test grades. 

I hope you have a restful and enjoyable summer!

See you in September!

-Your ELA teacher ☺



Extended Response

Planning Page
This page is used as your brainstorm page.  IT WILL NOT BE GRADED! 

You can create a Venn Diagram , T – Chart, a web diagram or simply write down bullet point 
facts that you would like to include in your extended response!



Extended Response

Part Of the Question:

Restate each bullet point and answer in a complete sentence. 

*Each paragraph is to be 6-8 sentences*

Example:  What is the theme of Harry Potter?

The theme of Harry Potter is that good always triumphs evil. For example, 

Harry Potter’s main character traits are being determined and respectful; good 

overcomes evil when Harry Potter defeats the evil, Lord Voldemort. 

**Please do not write the following in your response: 

● “I”
● This response is going to be about…
● Now you are going to learn about…
● This paragraph will be about…
● I think….



Extended Response

Who is the main character in the novel? What character 
traits do they possess and are they a protagonist or an 
antagonist?  What is the overall theme of the novel?  

(Each paragraph will be completed in RAFFT)

In your essay be sure to include: 

(introduction: What novel did you read, author, fun facts)

● Identify the main character (Body Paragraph 1)

● What is the theme of the novel? (Body Paragraph 2)

● Connect: text to text- (Does this novel remind you of 

another novel you’ve read? How? If not, why?) (Body 

Paragraph 3)

(Conclusion- wrap it up)

/

** Be sure to include details to support your answer**



Extended Response
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Extended Response


